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Abstract: Understanding how various Mobile Mapping System (MMS) laser hardware
configurations and operating parameters exercise different influence on point density is
important for assessing system performance, which in turn facilitates system design and
MMS benchmarking. Point density also influences data processing, as objects that can be
recognised using automated algorithms generally require a minimum point density. Although
obtaining the necessary point density impacts on hardware costs, survey time and data
storage requirements, a method for accurately and rapidly assessing MMS performance
is lacking for generic MMSs. We have developed a method for quantifying point clouds
collected by an MMS with respect to known objects at specified distances using 3D surface
normals, 2D geometric formulae and line drawing algorithms. These algorithms were
combined in a system called the Mobile Mapping Point Density Calculator (MIMIC) and
were validated using point clouds captured by both a single scanner and a dual scanner
MMS. Results from MIMIC were promising: when considering the number of scan profiles
striking the target, the average error equated to less than 1 point per scan profile. These tests
highlight that MIMIC is capable of accurately calculating point density for both single and
dual scanner MMSs.
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1. Introduction

MOBILE Mapping Systems (MMSs) combine navigation and spatial measurement sensors on a
moving platform. The spatial measurements can be captured by either cameras or laser scanners, and in
both cases MMSs are capable of capturing high density spatial data accurately and efficiently. A single
hi-end scanner similar to that displayed in Figure 1a, such as the Riegl VQ-450 [1], is capable of a pulse
repetition rate of 550 kHz and produces high density point clouds (Figure 1b). Data volumes can increase
rapidly, since many commercial MMSs such as the Optech Lynx [2], Trimble MX8 [3] or StreetMapper
from 3D Laser Mapping [4] are dual scanner systems, although the MX8 and StreetMapper have both
incorporated Riegl laser scanners.

Figure 1. LiDAR hardware, outputs and characteristics. (a) A typical MMS dedicated
2D scanner. (b) A point cloud captured using a single scanner. (c) LiDAR point
distribution characteristics.

(a) (b)

(c)

As a relatively modern survey technology, assessing the performance of these systems and defining
a survey specification that does not stipulate excessively prescriptive point density requirements is a
complicated process. This is illustrated by the variety of methods proposed for specifying point density
in survey specifications [5–7]. A method for accurately and rapidly quantifying point density for generic
targets and MMSs is required to assist in this process, and this method would also assist with MMS
design and MMS benchmarking. An MMS operator may not require two scanners capable of operating at
500 kHz if it can be demonstrated that two lower-specification scanners operating at 300 kHz are capable
of achieving a suitable point density. Advances in this area can potentially provide MMS operators with
savings in scan hardware, data storage and processing time.
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Further research in this area will also assist the development of automatic algorithms. Automating the
recognition of features in LiDAR point clouds is an ongoing research problem [8–13]. One of the limiting
factors of these algorithms is the number of laser pulses striking and returning from the target per unit of
area. This is because a target with few returns will be a more difficult test for an automated algorithm than
one that is clearly defined. For example, algorithms documented by [14–17] require a minimum number
of points or a minimum spacing between scan lines on cylindrical objects to recognise those features.
Algorithms designed to identify road edges or road roughness for single scanner systems are particularly
reliant on a suitable point density, because these systems do not have a second scanner to cover the road
edge on the other side of the road. In [18], the authors quantified a point density threshold below which
automated extraction algorithms were not reliable. A tool for assessing point density can be used to
tailor these algorithms to commercial systems, or to tailor the survey to the algorithm (i.e., maintaining a
certain point density). The importance of LiDAR point density was demonstrated for aerial LiDAR data
in [19] where the point density, although algorithm dependent, directly impacted on the accuracy of the
resulting models. In this paper we will present the innovative methodology developed at the NCG for
determining MMS point density.

2. Background and Related Work

The number of laser returns per unit area is generally referred to as the point density. The number
of points that strike a target (and therefore lead to a laser return) is predominantly influenced by the
scanner hardware, the range to target and the target size. In their work on aerial and terrestrial LiDAR,
the authors in [20] discuss point density, ways to define it for 3D data captured by multiple platforms
and also the importance of point density during data processing. Assessing MMS performance has
been approached using different methods, such as manufacturer hardware specifications [1], manual
measurements using real-world MMSs [21,22] (although system and target-specific, this method has
been advanced by benchmarking multiple mobile mapping systems [23]) or through LiDAR simulations.
LiDAR simulations [24–26] are extremely useful for creating simulated datasets to inspect point clouds
or test algorithms, but similar to the manual survey approach, they do not provide a capability for
calculating point density. The importance of providing MMS operators with a method for calculating
point density is recognised by manufacturers and the research community. Riegl supply a basic tool [27]
with their RiACQUIRE software and other geometric formulae applied by [28,29] allow MMS operators
to get a general idea of point density in certain areas, but none of these methods have included all
of the required hardware and target parameters. The methodology we presented in [30] was the
first to incorporate additional parameters such as target rotations, scanner rotations, changes in target
height and changes in scanner height in calculating the position that each laser pulse should strike a
surface. Scenario-specific parameters, such as multiple returns from a single laser pulse, occlusions
or the laser footprint, are not modelled in MIMIC. Although these factors may change the position
or number of individual laser pulses, the purpose of MIMIC is to provide a tool for assessing MMS
hardware configurations during the mission planning stage, during algorithm development or during
MMS benchmarking. Using this body of work, we have been able to extend our methodology for
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calculating point and profile distribution at a single target location and developed a method to combine
these outputs into a measure of point density for entire targets and non-planar surfaces.

3. MIMIC

A prototype system called the “MobIle Mapping point densIty Calculator”or “MIMIC” has been
designed and developed at the NCG. MIMIC is an innovative system for calculating point density.
MIMIC and the multiple variables that need to be considered when designing a system to calculate point
density were first introduced in [31]. MIMIC is compatible with different scanner hardware, scanner
configuration, vehicle and target variables and its workflow comprises three main stages: variable input,
point and profile calculation and visualisation, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. MIMIC Workflow: vehicle, scanner and target inputs, point distribution outputs
and point distribution visualisation

3.1. Target Types

MIMIC requires 2D primitives such as those illustrated in Figure 3a as valid target types. To simplify
the point density calculations, MIMIC applies rotation matrices, 3D surface normals and 2D geometrical
formulae to these planar targets. For example, in

Rotation Matrix(Srotated) = Rx(γscan)Ry(βscan)Rz(αscan) (1)

γ, β and α are the vertical, axial and horizontal rotation angles of the scanner. αtarg is the term used in
this paper to refer to a horizontal rotation of the target. Complex objects like cylinders are de-constructed
into a series of 2D planes, as illustrated by the cross-section in Figure 3b. In MIMIC, this cylinder is
de-constructed into a series of 2D narrow surfaces similar to the object shown on the right hand side
of Figure 3a. It is important to note that the number of planes that represent an object is dependent
on the number of scanners and the scanner configuration. Depending on the scanner orientation, a
single scanner system may only obtain laser returns from Faces (1) and (2) of the cylinder illustrated in
Figure 3b. A dual scanner system may obtain returns from Faces (1)–(3). It is impossible for any scanner
configuration to capture all Faces (1)–(6) of a multi-faced object from a single pass, an issue that was
identified as problematic by [17] when trying to reconstruct cylindrical objects.
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Figure 3. Valid targets in MIMIC, (a) planar targets (a single surface) or (b) a cylinder
cross-section (the cylinder is deconstructed into multiple planar surfaces)

(a) (b)

3.2. Applying a Grid Structure to Targets

One of the shortcomings of existing calculation methods is that point spacing is only calculated at a
single, central, target location. This influences the accuracy of the point density calculation, particularly
when any rotation of the target results in a wide variation in point spacing across the target. To improve
on this, MIMIC applies a grid structure to the target and the point spacing is then calculated for each grid
cell centre. The number of cells in the grid structure is user-specified at the input stage when defining
the target. MIMIC currently operates a 4-cells grid (2 × 2), a 16-cells grid (4 × 4) and a 64-cells
grid (8 × 8), as illustrated in Figure 4a. Narrow vertical structures require a different grid structure than
that displayed in Figure 4a. A single column grid structure is applied to narrow targets, as illustrated in
Figure 4b. A 4 × 4 grid structure was applied for the standard target point density tests in this paper
because it provided higher level of detail than the 1 × 1 or 2 × 2 grid structure. Additionally, because
validation required manual measurements of the point cloud, the 4 × 4 grid structure was less time
consuming than the 8 × 8 grid structure. For the same reason, a 6 × 1 grid structure was applied for the
cylindrical targets.

Figure 4. MIMIC’s method of calculating point density using a grid structure. (a) A standard
M × M grid structure applied to a target. (b) An amended grid structure designed for a
narrow target. (c) Horizontal and vertical offsets designed to track the grid cell centre from
the pivot point.

(a) (b) (c)
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3.3. Incorporating Target Rotations

Rotations of the target alter the height of, and the range to, each grid cell centre in relation to the laser
scanner on the MMS. MIMIC models this change by rotating the target around a central pivot point and
tracking the resulting position of the grid cell centre. The position of each grid cell centre is calculated
using the horizontal and vertical offsets illustrated in Figure 4c. The effect of target rotations on the range
to the grid cell centre is dependent on what target rotations are applied and also the scanner orientation
(Figure 5a). In Figure 5b a horizontal rotation of the target is illustrated. This type of target rotation can
decrease or increase the range to alternate sides of the target. The elevation of the grid cell centres is
not affected by a horizontal rotation of the target. Figure 5c illustrates a vertical rotation of the target.
A target can incline away from, or towards, the MMS. If the target is inclined away from the MMS, the
elevation of the grid cell centres decreases, but the range to each cell centre will increase. If the target
is inclined towards the MMS, the elevation decreases and the range to the target will also decrease.
Calculating the location of each grid cell centre is important for modelling variations in point spacing on
a target and therefore point density. The following principles are applied to calculate the change in range
to, and elevation of, each grid cell centre that results from a horizontal or vertical target rotation.

Figure 5. Calculating the change in range and elevation of target grid cell centres. (a) All
calculations are based on the rotation of the target and scan plane. (b) A horizontal rotation
both increases and decreases range to target. (c) A vertical rotation of the target both
increases and decreases range to target, but also decreases the elevation of the grid cell centre.

(a) (b) (c)

MIMIC initially calculates the change in range resulting from a horizontal rotation of the target. A
horizontal rotation (αtarg) is applied to the target at the pivot point, p, as illustrated in Figure 6a. For each
grid cell centre, the change in the horizontal range to the point, r1, can be calculated with

r1 = H Offset ∗ sinαtarg (2)

where H Offset is the horizontal offset from the centre of the target to the pivot point. MIMIC
automatically adds r1 to or subtracts r1 from the initial horizontal range (Hr) depending on whether
it is a positive or negative horizontal offset and on the direction of the target rotation. A vertical rotation
of the target (βtarg) impacts on both the range to and the elevation of the grid cell centres. Figure 6b
illustrates the change in range, r3, resulting from a vertical target rotation. To calculate r3 requires
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r2 in Figure 6b and again in Figure 6c in greater detail. Figure 6d displays r2 in the profile, which is
calculated with

r2 = V Offset ∗ sin βtarg (3)

Once r2 is calculated, r3 is calculated with

r3 = r2 ∗ sin(90− αtarg) (4)

The range to each grid cell has now been amended to include horizontal and vertical target rotations.
Figure 6d also illustrates the variables required for calculating the final elevation of each grid cell
centre after a vertical rotation of the target. The amended elevation for each grid cell centre, v1, is
calculated using

v1 = V Offset ∗ sin(90− βtarg) (5)

where V Offset is the vertical offset from the centre of the target to the pivot point.

Figure 6. Target rotations. (a) Calculating the change in horizontal range, r1, from the
scanner to the target as a result of a horizontal target rotation. (b) Calculating the change
in horizontal range, r3, from the scanner to the target as a result of a vertical target rotation
for each grid cell centre (overview). (c) Calculating r3 for each grid cell centre (magnified
top-down view). (d) Calculating r2 and v1 for each grid cell centre (profile view).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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3.4. Calculating Point Density

The amended elevations of, and horizontal ranges to, each grid cell centre are then included in the
point spacing calculation for each grid cell centre. The methods employed by MIMIC for calculating
point distribution were detailed and validated in [30]. However, to compute the point density of an entire
target, the profile angle and profile spacing are combined with the point spacing that has been calculated
for each grid cell centre. This is carried out by tracing each scan profile through the grid structure.
Figure 7a illustrates this process. Starting at the bottom left hand corner of the target (0,0), MIMIC
records the grid cells that each scan profile intersects. The length of the scan profile within that cell is
recorded and the next grid cell is calculated, as Figure 7b illustrates. To calculate the number of points
in that grid cell, the segment length is multiplied by the point spacing calculated for that grid cell. Using
the computed horizontal and vertical profile spacing calculated by the method demonstrated in [30], each
of the scan profiles that intersect the target can be modelled by incrementing the starting point (0,0) by
the horizontal and vertical profile spacing.

Figure 7. Calculating point density for an entire target. (a) Identifying each grid cell that a
scan profile passes through. (b) Calculating the intersection points of each scan profile and
calculating the length of the segment in each grid cell.

(a) (b)

3.5. Visualising MIMIC’s Outputs

The visualisation module enables presentation of the information on profile angle, profile spacing,
point spacing and point density to the user in a clear and easily understandable format. For example,
using a form of interpolation known as Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) [32], point information can
be visualised. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 8, where point spacing has been calculated for
a target that is 5 m wide and 4 m high on a planar surface for a single scanner system. The target range
was 5 m and the target was rotated 30◦ in the horizontal plane. An 8 × 8 grid cell structure was applied.
This method effectively visualises the point spacing and demonstrates the non-uniform distribution of
point spacing on a rotated target.
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Figure 8. Point spacing on an angled, rotated, target visualised using IDW. Each grid cell
centre is marked in the visualisation by a dot. Point spacing is lowest on the left hand side of
the target (the side rotated towards the simulated scanner) but highest on the right hand side
(the side of the target rotated away from the scanner).

4. Validating MIMIC’s Calculation Module

The capabilities of MIMIC were verified using point cloud data from two MMSs: the XP1 and the
Optech Lynx. These datasets were used to experimentally verify that the point spacing, profile spacing
and profile angle outputs from [30] could be combined into an accurate representation of the point density
of a target. By varying the Mf and the PRR, MIMIC’s point density calculations for different scanners
on angled and cylindrical targets were robustly tested. Data from the Optech Lynx was also used to
verify calculations for dual scanner MMSs.

4.1. XP1

The multi-disciplinary research group StratAG, established to research advanced geotechnologies at
NUI Maynooth, has designed and developed a multi-purpose land-based Mobile Mapping System, the
XP1. The primary components of the XP1 are an IXSEA LANDINS GPS/INS, a Riegl VQ-250 300 kHz
laser scanner and an imaging system consisting of up to six progressive-scan cameras. Imaging sensors
include a FLIR thermal (un-cooled) SC-660 camera and an innovative 5-CCD multi-spectral camera
capable of sensing across blue, green, red and two infra-red bandwidths. Unlike commercial systems,
the XP1 is a single scanner system; however, even with a single Riegl VQ-250, the XP1 is capable
of capturing dense point clouds. Additional information on the hardware configuration of the XP1 is
available in our previous work investigating point and profile spacing [30,33–35].

4.2. Optech Lynx

The commercial system was the Optech Lynx M1 [2], which provided the opportunity for further
validation with different scan hardware and a different system configuration. Unlike the XP1, the Optech
Lynx M1 was a dual scanner MMS. Each full circle 2D scanner was capable of a 500 kHz PRR and a
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200 Hz Mf . Additional data from the Optech Lynx data facilitated system verification in a number
of ways. Firstly, the Optech Lynx was a dual scanner system and this was used to verify that MIMIC
can cater for dual scanner MMSs. The variations in scanner orientation between the Optech Lynx and
the XP1 further verified MIMIC’s profile calculations for different system configurations. Finally, the
Optech M1 scanner was capable of operating at a higher Mf than the Riegl VQ-250 onboard the XP1,
providing further test data for the profile calculations. Data from the Optech Linx M1 was also applied
in the validation tests in [30] to validate point and profile spacing.

4.3. Target Selection for Validation

For each MMS dataset, a number of suitable areas for tests were identified and a series of
sample measurements were recorded at each location. Using software designed by researchers at the
NCG [36,37], areas consisting of suitable man-made vertical structures (e.g., walls, buildings, roofs,
road-side infrastructure) were quickly identified and the XP1 survey data was extracted from large files
of both rural and urban environments in Ireland. Optech Inc. supplied researchers at the NCG with
survey data captured in the vicinity of their offices in Ontario. In each test area the point density was
manually measured for a target and then compared with the calculated values from MIMIC. Figure 9a
illustrates a selection of walls chosen to represent two types of planar target. Figure 9b illustrates a
hexagonal approximation being applied to a cylinder and in Figure 9c the 6 × 1 grid structure is overlaid
on one hexagonal face while the points are selected in each grid for manual verification.

5. Results and Discussion

The measured number of points striking a target was compared with MIMIC’s predicted values for
a selection of angled and cylindrical targets for both single scanner and dual scanner MMS. The point
density calculations were then further validated by gridding a target and comparing the number of points
in each cell with MIMIC’s calculated value for that cell.

Figure 9. Validating MIMIC’s point density calculations (a) on angled targets, (b) by
converting a cylindrical target into a hexagonal collection of planar targets, and (c) by
applying a 6 × 1 grid structure designed for narrow targets to the cylindrical target.

(a) (b) (c)
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5.1. Point Density—Single Scanner

Four angled targets of dimensions 0.5 m × 0.5 m were identified in the point cloud and a 4 × 4 grid
structure was applied to each to assess MIMIC’s performance for single scanner MMSs. The dimensions,
orientation and range to each target were measured in the point cloud and then defined in MIMIC. Table 1
details the test parameters and scanner settings. MIMIC calculated total point density for the entire
target and also calculated the point density for each grid cell. The point density was then calculated for
the entire target and also for each individual grid cell, and compared with the measured values. The
results in Table 2 demonstrate that MIMIC is capable of calculating the number of points on different
targets for different scanner settings and vehicle velocities. Although there are errors in each case and
MIMIC consistently underestimates the number of points that are striking the target, the errors must be
evaluated with consideration of the number of profiles. The maximum error was on Target 3 in Table 2,
in which it was underestimated by 23 points. Since it comprised 14 profiles, this translates into an error
of approximately 1.64 points per profile.

Table 1. Test parameters for validating MIMIC’s point density calculations on an angled
target of dimensions 0.5 m × 0.5 m.

No. Hr (m) Vel (m/s) Zdiff (m) αtarg PRR Mf

1 7.665 5.813 1.218 17.33◦ 125 kHz 100 Hz
2 11.796 7.224 1.953 –1.12◦ 125 kHz 100 Hz
3 11.432 7.21 2.089 0.1◦ 250 kHz 150 Hz
4 6.422 5.318 1.345 22.79◦ 250 kHz 150 Hz

Table 2. Calculated and measured point density for an angled target of dimensions
0.5 m × 0.5 m.

No. MIMIC Measured %Error No. Profiles Error Per profile
1 127 pts 137 pts 7.3% 14 0.7 pts
2 58 pts 62 pts 6.5% 9 0.4 pts
3 124 pts 147 pts 15.6% 14 1.64 pts
4 337 pts 352 pts 4.3% 22 0.68 pts

To further investigate MIMIC’s point density calculations, the individual grid cells were examined.
Targets 1–4 are illustrated in Figure 10. The greatest error on the 0.5 m × 0.5 m targets was an
underestimation of 3 points for a grid cell on Target 4. This target exhibited the highest errors but it had
approximately six times as many points per grid cell as Target 2, which was the most accurate calculation
with an error of only 6.5% for the entire target. The point density for Target 2 was correctly predicted
for eight (50%) of the grid cells. The remaining grid cells were low overestimates or underestimates of
1 point. Overall, the errors were low, particularly when compared with the number of points per profile.
The average error for all of the targets was just 0.88 points per profile.
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Figure 10. Predicted and measured point density for each grid cell on an angled target of
dimensions 0.5 m × 0.5 m. (a) Target 1, (b) Target 2, (c) Target 3, (d) Target 4.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

5.2. Point Density—Dual Scanner

One potential error source is that MIMIC assumes zero course deviation and therefore does not
calculate a separate target orientation in relation to Scanner 2. Figure 11 illustrates this potential error
source. Laser pulses from Scanner 1 first strike the target at time = 0 seconds, but Scanner 2 cannot
survey the target at this time due to its orientation. The pulses from Scanner 2 first strike the object 2
seconds later, but by this time the heading of the vehicle has changed as it travels around a curve. This
heading change has altered the orientation of the target in relation to Scanner 2, whereas MIMIC applies
the original target orientation specified by the user. Any changes in heading, orientation, scanner height,
vehicle velocity or the accuracy of the MMS positioning solution between the two measurement times
will result in errors when verifying MIMIC’s calculations.

For example, in the angled surface tests on Target 1, a difference of approximately 2 seconds exists
between the measurements recorded on the target by Scanner 1 and those recorded by Scanner 2. The
GPS time was 139,340.636 seconds for the first pulse striking the target from Scanner 1 and 139,342.604
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for the first pulse striking the target from Scanner 2. The point density calculation was influenced by this
in a number of ways:

Heading: There was a course deviation of 2.996◦ between the two measurements. This introduced
errors into the profile angle, profile spacing and point spacing calculations for Scanner 2.

Range: This resulted in a change in horizontal range to the target of 0.4 m. This introduced errors
into the point spacing calculations.

Elevation: There was a 0.18 m height change in this time that was not factored into the calculation.
This introduced errors into the point spacing calculations.

Positioning: Any errors in positioning (i.e., loss of GNSS signal) that might arise during this period
will also influence the point distribution and absolute accuracy of the target surface in the point cloud.

The Optech Lynx data was used to verify MIMIC’s calculations for a dual scanner system. Table 3
provides details on the four targets. Targets of two different dimensions were chosen. A comparison
of the manually measured points and MIMIC’s calculated values are detailed in Table 4. In each
case the percent error for Scanner 1 was within 6% of Scanner 2. Except Target 4, in all other cases
MIMIC underestimated the point density of the target. The largest errors existed for Target 2, however
both scanners were displaying large errors, which implied there was a problem with that target in the
point cloud.

Figure 11. Potential error source in MIMIC’s calculations. Any heading change between
measurements from Scanner 1 and Scanner 2 alters the orientation of the target in relation to
the MMS.

The scanner offset increases the horizontal range to the target from Scanner 2, which results in a
lower point density than for Scanner 1. For example, the predicted point density on Target 1 is over
100% higher for Scanner 1 than for Scanner 2. Additionally, the orientation of Scanner 2 also influences
the point density on targets rotated towards the MMS. This was not a constant effect, as the opposite
was the case for Targets 3 and 4 where the negative rotation of the target results in an increased point
spacing and profile spacing for Scanner 1 but a decreased point spacing and profile spacing for Scanner
2. This resulted in an increase in point density for Scanner 2 relative to Scanner 1. Scanner 2 captures
6% more points than Scanner 1 for Target 4. Potential course changes can be implemented as future
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work but for the current objectives of MIMIC the results have shown that it can operate without them.
A maximum difference of 6.02% error when comparing the point density from Scanner 1 to that of
Scanner 2 demonstrates that MIMIC can robustly calculate point density for dual scanner MMSs in
situations where small course deviations are present.

Table 3. Test and target parameters employed to validate MIMIC’s point density calculations
for a dual scanner system on an angled target.

Target Width (m) Height (m) αtarg Hr (m) Zdiff (m)
1 1.0 0.5 16.53◦ 8.736 0.859
2 0.5 0.5 16.53◦ 8.736 0.859
3 1.0 0.5 −25.14◦ 5.756 2.018
4 0.5 0.5 −25.14◦ 5.756 2.018

Table 4. MIMIC’s calculated and the measured point density for an angled target for the
dual scanner Optech Lynx M1.

Target Scanner MIMIC Measured %Error
1 1 385 pts 415 pts 7.2%
1 2 190 pts 219 pts 13.2%
2 1 193 pts 226 pts 14.6%
2 2 96 pts 116 pts 17.2%
3 1 388 pts 417 pts 6.9%
3 2 432 pts 444 pts 2.7%
4 1 193 pts 194 pts 0.5%
4 2 216 pts 207 pts 4.3%

5.3. Point Density—Cylindrical Targets

For these tests, 3D cylindrical targets were converted into a series of narrow vertical 2D planes
and surveyed using a single scanner MMS. Therefore only 2 of the cylinder’s “faces” were surveyed.
Figure 9b illustrates the process of applying a hexagonal planar shape to identify each face of the
cylindrical target from top and side view. This manual classification process potentially introduces errors.
These faces were denoted (i) and (ii) and corresponded to a manual interpretation of the “faces” of the
cylinder. Each cylinder therefore consisted of two planes, with different orientations. These orientations
are listed in Table 5. Figure 9c illustrates the process of gridding a vertical target and measuring the
points in that grid cell. The calculated point density was compared with the manual measurement for
each cylinder face.
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Table 5. MIMIC’s calculated point density compared with the measured value for individual
faces of a cylindrical target.

Target (Face) Hr (m) αtarg MIMIC Measured %Error
1(i) 5.118 0.81◦ 301 pts 322 pts −6.5%
1(ii) 5.118 49.35◦ 313 pts 246 pts +27.2%
2(i) 6.692 29.12◦ 150 pts 150 pts 0%
2(ii) 6.692 77.22◦ 108 pts 112 pts −3.6%
3(i) 7.950 71.36◦ 87 pts 80 pts +8.7%
3(ii) 7.950 19.71◦ 101 pts 104 pts −2.8%
4(i) 7.438 66.81◦ 111 pts 101 pts +9.9%
4(ii) 7.438 19.08◦ 121 pts 137 pts −11.7%

Table 6. Percentage error of MIMIC’s calculations compared with measurement when both
faces on a cylinder are combined.

Target MIMIC Measured %Error
1 614 568 +8.0%
2 258 262 −1.5%
3 188 205 −8.2%
4 232 238 −2.5%

Table 7. Calculation error per scan profile for individual faces of a cylindrical target.

Target Face Profiles Error Error per profile
1 (i) 28 21 pts 0.75 pts
1 (ii) 30 67 pts 2.2 pts
2 (i) 32 0 pts 0.00 pts
2 (ii) 32 4 pts 0.12 pts
3 (i) 34 7 pts 0.20 pts
3 (ii) 34 3 pts 0.08 pts
4 (i) 38 10 pts 0.26 pts
4 (ii) 38 16 pts 0.42 pts
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Figure 12. MIMIC’s calculated point density compared with the measured value for each
grid cell level on both faces of cylindrical Targets 1–4.

The results displayed in Table 5 show that the percent error has increased for cylindrical targets. These
results reinforce the hypothesis that the manual interpretation of each cylinder face could potentially
result in points being incorrectly assigned to a face. For each target, an underestimation of point density
on one cylinder face has been matched with an overestimation of point density on the other. The point
density for the combined cylinder was calculated and the results are displayed in Table 6. For each
cylinder as a whole, the point density errors were less than 10%. The predicted and measured values
for each grid cell are displayed for both faces of all 4 cylinders in Figure 12. The Face (ii) of Cylinder
1 had the highest error of 27.2%. However, the percent error for this entire cylinder was only −8.2%
as displayed in Table 6. This 19% reduction in percent error suggests an incorrect manual classification
of the Faces (i) and (ii) of Cylinder 1. The base of Cylinder 3, Face (i) was obstructed by vegetation,
and the magnitude of the error reflects this with MIMIC overestimating by 12 points in this grid cell
alone. MIMIC does not model obstructions between the scanner and the target. Overall, the results were
encouraging. Excluding Cylinder 1, Face (ii), the percent errors in Table 5 for each target are comparable
with the percent error for the planar targets in Table 2. Table 7 lists the error per profile for each target
face. The highest error was 2.2 points per profile on Cylinder 1, Face (ii), but this has already been shown
to contain large errors in point density. The average error per profile was 0.51 point, an improvement on
the previous tests with the planar targets. These tests validate MIMIC’s method of approximating curved
cylindrical targets with a combination of planar targets.

5.4. Contribution of Errors

A series of tests are designed to demonstrate how the errors in the calculation of the output values
(i.e., profile angle, profile spacing and point spacing) affect the point density calculation. The greatest
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error in the output values detailed in [30] was approximately 5% of the true value. Each output value
was therefore modified by ±5%, and the point density was then re-calculated for a target. The effect
of the ±5% error on the final point density calculation was then identified. A parallel, vertical target
(1 m × 0.5 m) was specified at a range of 6 m from the scanner. The scanner defined in MIMIC was
the XP1’s VQ250, orientated at 45◦/45◦ and operating at a 300 kHz PRR and a 100 Hz Mf . The vehicle
velocity was simulated at 50 km/h. Table 8 details the results of these tests. Errors in the profile angle
calculation have the biggest impact on the point density calculation. A −5% error in the profile angle
calculation results in a 12.23% error in the point density calculation, whereas a +5% error in the profile
angle calculation results in an 8.9% error in the point density calculation. Interestingly, a ±5% error
in the profile spacing calculation has very little effect on the point density calculation, less than 1%.
Comparing these values with the previous results for point density on angled vertical surfaces, cylinders
and irregular surfaces, it is possible to see how a small error in calculating profile angle, profile spacing
or point spacing could explain the errors that are present.

Table 8. Assessing the contribution of errors in the initial calculation of profile information
and point spacing on the subsequent point density calculation, ±5% variation.

Input %Variation Amended MIMIC %Error
Profile Angle +5% 691 pts 759 pts 8.9%
Profile Angle −5% 852 pts 759 pts 12.2%

Profile Spacing +5% 756 pts 759 pts 0.4%
Profile Spacing −5% 763 pts 759 pts 0.5%
Point Spacing +5% 723 pts 759 pts 4.7%
Point Spacing −5% 799 pts 759 pts 5.3%

6. Conclusions

This paper presented MIMIC as a method to calculate point density using the outputs of profile angle,
profile spacing and point spacing. A gridding approach was developed to accurately calculate point
spacing on large or angled targets. A 4 × 4 grid structure was chosen as the most suitable for these
tests because it was capable of accurately calculating point density while also minimising the manual
component of the validation tests. MIMIC was validated using a combination of targets. Point density
was calculated for planar targets and a hexagonal planar approximation of a cylinder was applied to
facilitate calculations on a curved surface. Variations in the target dimensions, orientation, elevation and
range robustly tested MIMIC’s point density calculations using different scanner parameters. MIMIC’s
point density calculations were also validated for a dual scanner MMS. An average error of less than
one point per profile validated MIMIC’s point density calculations for angled planar targets. The second
target type was a multi-faced cylindrical target and the highest errors were returned when calculating
point density for this target type. This was potentially due to manual interpretation of each face on the
cylinder or obstructions between the scanner and the target. After combining the two faces, an average
error of less than one point per profile validated MIMIC’s point density calculations for cylindrical
targets. Once the point density calculation for a single scanner system was validated, the ability of
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MIMIC to calculate point density resulting from a change in the scanner position and orientation was
tested. MIMIC’s point density calculations were then validated using a dual scanner MMS. Scanner 2
results in approximately 50% lower point density than Scanner 1. This value is dependent on the target
orientation, the range to the target and the orientation of the target. MIMIC calculated point density on a
cylindrical target, and although errors were present when individual faces were examined, the total point
density of the cylinder results in errors ≤ 4%, validating MIMIC’s methodology of calculating point
density for dual scanner system on cylindrical targets. For both angled and cylindrical targets, similar
point density percent errors for Scanner 1 and Scanner 2 imply that MIMIC can calculate point density
accurately without incorporating course deviation.
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